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Lending Dispute Won’t Be Heard; Supreme Court 
Returns Protracted Case to Arbitrator
By, Albert B. Crenshaw

A splintered Supreme Court
used a technicality yesterday to
avoid deciding whether federal
law prevents customers who
have agreed to binding arbitra-
tion from turning their disputes
with lenders and others into
class-action cases. The case had
been widely watched by both
consumer groups and business
because a decision in favor of
the borrowers could have greatly
strengthened consumers' legal
protections at a time when com-
pulsory arbitration clauses are
being included in a growing
array of consumer contracts.

The court had originally
agreed to hear the issue based on
a South Carolina case involving
Green Tree Financial Corp.,
which was accused of violating
state law that required certain
disclosures to borrowers of
home-improvement and mobile
home loans.

After protracted litigation and
arbitration dating to 1997, an
arbitrator chosen by Green Tree
allowed two different cases --
later consolidated by the state
Supreme Court -- to proceed as a

class action. The arbitrator then
awarded $10.9 million to cus-
tomers who had taken out home-
improvement loans and $9.2
million to consumers who had
taken out loans to buy mobile
homes.

The South Carolina Supreme
Court sustained both the class
actions and the awards. Green
Tree, now known as Conseco
Finance Corp., appealed, arguing
that the Federal Arbitration Act
governs the clauses in their con-
tracts and that the law forbids
class actions.

But the high court concluded,
in a decision written by Justice
Stephen G. Breyer, that a key
element of the case -- whether
Green Tree's contracts forbade
class actions or were silent on
the matter, as the South Carolina
court determined -- had to be
decided by the arbitrator, not the
state courts.

“On balance, there is at least a
strong likelihood in [both cases]
that the arbitrator’s decision
reflected a court's interpretation
of the contracts rather than an
arbitrator’s interpretation. That
being so, we remand the case so
that the arbitrator may decide the

question of contract interpreta-
tion,” Breyer wrote. Justices
Antonin Scalia, David H. Souter
and Ruth Bader Ginsburg con-
curred.

Justices John Paul Stevens, in
a concurring opinion, and
Clarence Thomas, in dissent,
both said they felt the South
Carolina Supreme Court was
correct and should have been
allowed to stand. Stevens con-
curred with sending it back on
technical grounds.

Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist, writing in dissent for
himself and Justices Sandra Day
O’Connor and Anthony M.
Kennedy, argued that while the
case should have been decided
by the courts, as it was, the
South Carolina ruling “contra-
venes the terms of the contract
and is therefore pre-empted” by
the federal arbitration law.

The reaction by consumer
advocates was mixed.

Stacy Canan, senior attorney
for AARP, which had filed an
amicus curiae brief on behalf of
the borrowers, called the deci-
sion “more disappointing than
not.” She said that while the out-
come of the case is likely to
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remain unchanged -- in favor of
the consumers -- “the bigger pic-
ture is disturbing and disappoint-
ing” because it appears to mean
further legal obstacles to class
actions by consumers.

But F. Paul Bland Jr., a staff
attorney with Trial Lawyers for
Public Justice, which also
entered an amicus brief on the
borrowers’ side, said that “on
balance it's a pretty hopeful case
for consumers.”

Bland said that companies
have been attempting to ban
class actions outright and that
some state courts have struck
down such bans as “uncon-
scionable.” Far from indicating
that they would strike down such
lower-court decisions, the jus-
tices on both sides of the 5 to 4
decision seemed to indicate they
would leave the matter to state
law.

Washington lawyer Carter G.
Phillips, who represented Green
Tree, said “it's probably not a
bad decision” and will act to
make arbitrators recognize that
arbitration clauses “do not pro-
vide for class-action treatment.”
Phillips said allowing class-
action arbitrations would be
“totally counterintuitive”
because the purpose of the claus-
es is to provide a lower-cost
mechanism for resolving dis-
putes.

After this case it will be
“uppermost in the minds of peo-
ple who write arbitration claus-
es” to make it clear that class
actions are not available, he said.
He added that the question of
whether such a bar is enforce-
able is “the next big-ticket item”
for the courts.


